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Voodoo Dolls

7” Binding voodoo doll
7” Health voodoo doll
With this Broken & Bound
With this shot of vitality
for binding voodoo doll
health voodoo doll your
your desires will become
desires will become your
your reality. This doll is a
reality. This doll is a focus
focus tool, a portal to pertool, a portal to personal
sonal empowerment. Conempowerment. Concentrate
centrate on your desire and
on your desire and visualize

$25.95

7” Money voodoo doll
With this savings & loans
voodoo doll your desires
will become your reality.
This doll is a focus tool, a
portal to personal empowerment. Concentrate on
your desire and visualize

$25.95

$25.95

RVDLOV

7” Positivity voodoo doll
With this positivity voodoo doll your desires will
become your reality. This
doll is a focus tool, a portal
to personal empowerment.
Concentrate on your desire
and visualize yourself

$25.95

$9.95

RVDHEA

15” Mr Voodoo doll
Mr. Voodoo is here to help
your deepest or most secret
wish come true. Filled head
to toe with lots of fragrant
mojo herbs, rice and a little
stuffing. Use this doll as a
focus tool. Kit comes with

$57.95

RVDMON

Voodoo Doll Black
Used in a powerful form
of sympathetic magic, this
black voodoo doll can be
used to protect against or
inflict curses, jinxes, crossing, and all manner of evil
magic.

RVDPOS

$25.95

RVDBIN

7” Love voodoo doll
With this lovey dovey
voodoo doll your desires
will become your reality.
This doll is a focus tool, a
portal to personal empowerment. Concentrate on
your desire and visualize

RVDMRV

Female Voodoo Doll
This female voodoo doll
know for magic of revenge,
harm, or hate, but can also
be used in love spells, and
rituals of protection, success, luck, and more.

$9.95

RVOOB

RVOODF

Male Voodoo Doll
Voodoo Doll Green
Voodoo Doll Pink
Painted in legend and
Handmade out of green
Especially created to be
superstition as a powerful
cloth, this voodoo doll has
used in love spells, and
source of magic, this male
been specifically created to
other such rituals of sex,
voodoo doll can be used for
use in spells of luck, money,
romance and lust, this pink
anything from curses and
and gambling.
voodoo doll is a powerful
evil magic to spells of prosource of magic.
tection, love, and health.

$9.95

$9.95

RVOODM

$9.95

RVOOG

RVOOP

Voodoo Doll Red
Voodoo Doll White
Voodoo Doll Yellow
This 5” tall, handmade vooHandmade out of white
Handmade out of yellow
doo doll has been specificloth, this voodoo doll has
cloth, this voodoo doll has
cally been made out of red
been specifically created
been specifically created to
cloth for your spells involvto use in spells of peace,
use in spells of success, uning success, attraction, and
security, cleanliness, health,
derstanding, attractiveness,
happiness.
honesty, sincerity, protecconfidence..
tion from rumors.

$9.95
Worry Doll Set

$9.95

RVOOR

$9.95

RVOOW

RVOOY

VooDoo Pins set of 2
Worry dolls, also known as
A set of two skull headed
“trouble dolls” are tiny colritual pins to be used for
orful dolls that you whisper
Voodoo Dolls, Hoodoo,
your worries to before you
Candle Magic, or Santeria.
go to bed, allowing them to
Caution as pins are very
do your worrying for you
sharp. Pins are 2” inches in
while you sleep.
length with the skull 1/2” at

$4.95

$3.95

RWOR
Be Well

Mojo Bags

VVOOPIN

A pocket sized mojo bag
filled with mystic symbolism, herbs & energy. Each
comes bound with a small
charm. Bag color, charm
and contents may vary.
Instructions in English &

$28.95

RMBEW

Come To Me

A pocket sized mojo bag
filled with mystic symbolism, herbs & energy. Each
comes bound with a small
charm. Bag color, charm
and contents may vary.
Instructions in English &

$28.95

RMCOMT
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A pocket sized mojo bag
filled with mystic symbolism, herbs & energy. Each
comes bound with a small
charm. Bag color, charm
and contents may vary.
Instructions in English &

$28.95

Love Drawing

A pocket sized mojo bag
filled with mystic symbolism, herbs & energy. Each
comes bound with a small
charm. Bag color, charm
and contents may vary.
Instructions in English &

$28.95

RMFASL

Money Drawing

A pocket sized mojo bag
filled with mystic symbolism, herbs & energy. Each
comes bound with a small
charm. Bag color, charm
and contents may vary.
Instructions in English &

$28.95

RMLOVD
Anil Balls

Charme et Sortilege Spell
& Ritual Components

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed in
English & French. Good for
Protection, Purification, Uncrossing & Anti-Hex. 31 g

$7.95
Bat Head Root

The particular form of this
root recalls a bat ‘s head,
complete with a typical
hook. Used to enhance
the achievement of Life
Missions , it is also used in
divination to receive vision

$8.95
Coffin Nails

VCOFN

This powerful ritual component is of great use to attract
luck in general. It is used to
create powerful amulet and
attraction amulets for business, money and customers.
Worn on the body , bone in-

$18.95

VBATHR

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed in
English & French. Good for
Banishment, Uncrossing,
Protection from Malicious

$9.95
Graveyard Dust

Black Cat Bone

Cowries Shells

$10.95

VGRAD

$8.95

VPADAE

.5oz Black Cat powder
For gambling, Chance &
Lottery, Reverse Bad luck.

$8.95

VPBLAC

$11.95

VLUCHR

.5oz Anti Hex powder
Counter negative spells,
Protection against negative
spells, Reversing.

$8.95

VPANTH

.5oz Blessing powder
To bless a place, a baby, a
new venture.

$8.95

VPBLE

Mojo Beans

VBLAS

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed in
English & French. Good for
Strength, Power, Purification & Enhances. 13 g

$10.95

VCOWS

Lucky Hand Root
High quality and enerThis remarkable botanical
getically consecrated spell
curiosity is deemed lucky
& ritual components. Made
draws in which the door
in Canada. Label printed
and protect from harm.
in English & French. Good
Used in Mojo bags or as
for Invoking the Spirits of
a talisman to wear. Some
the Dead, Love, Sleeping
practitioners use it as an

.5oz Adam & Eve powder
Use this Adam & Eve powder for aid in love, attraction, and relationships.

Dragon’s Blood

VANIB

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed in
English & French. Good for
Defense Against Evil, Protection, Banishment, Psychic

$7.95

VBLACB

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed
in English & French. Good
for Divination, Clairvoyance, Spells Associated with

$6.95

Black Salt

RMMOND

VDRAB

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed in
English & French. Good for
Wishing, Luck, Desires &
Fulfillment. 38 g

$8.95

VMOJB

.5oz Bewitching Seduction powder
To captivate and Charm,
Promote sexual attraction.
Use a small amount.

$8.95

VPBEWS

.5oz Cast Off Evil powder
Get rid one of bad habits,
wicked influences, and evil
companions.

$8.95

VPCASO
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.5oz Devil’s Shoestring powder
To restrain enemies, Stops
lies & gossip, Tie down
negative powers against
you.

$8.95

.5oz Dove’s Blood powder
For true love, and to reinforce a pact or promise.

$8.95

VPDEVS

.5oz Van Van powder
Van Van powder is used
to cleanse items and areas
from negative energies.
Commonly used in many
New Orleans hoodoo
recipes.

$8.95
Sulfur pwd

$8.95

VPGUIS

VPVANV

Red Brick Dust

Pink Rice

VREDB

Salt Petre

VPFORF

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed
in English & French. Good
for Love, Sensuality, Erotic
Dreams & Spells, Sexual

$7.95

VPHOTF

High quality and energetically consecrated spell
& ritual components. Made
in Canada. Label printed
in English & French. Good
for consecration, protection,
prosperity, money and luck.

$7.95

$8.95

VPDOVB

.5oz Guiding Spirit powder
.5oz Hot Foot powder
Guiding Spirit powder is
Hot Foot powder is coma blend of herbs used to
monly used in Hoodoo
connect you with your spirit
Folk magic to drive away
guides and ancestors.
unwanted people. Dusted
on the threshold to stop
unwanted people from
entering.

$8.95

.5oz Forgive & Forget powder
This powder is used to
forget past problems, fights,
and break ups, and to fall in
love again.

VPINR

Traditionally used to
maintain a romantic partner
, the Saltpeter stimulates
loyalty and strengthens the
connections between people
, especially in the heart or
sexual relations . Also use-

$7.95

VSALP

Often associated with
demonic or malignant presence the ` Suffer DEVOTED
is also a natural barrier
against the Dark Arts . It
is used in major exorcisms
or protection in general.

$7.95

VSULP
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